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Pinacate beetle diet

I can not find direct information about western species as pests of ag crops, but if you live near wheat fields or other crop fields that may be why you see beetles. Together, the pair rolled up a ball of dirt to serve as a nursery for their children. Coloring: The sides and neck are cinnamon colored, with a
silvery gray back, a black ridge on its back with a black tip on its tail the Pinacate Beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. A. The Eleodes obscurus diet includes dead plant ingredients, animal remains, roots, and grains. E. more than one correct answer. Which of these are
the food of choice for millipedes? D. desert fruit and young plants. When very hot or cold, a foul smell lives on the burrows of kangaroo rats or other rodents. • Diet: Cactus rats, canyon rats and Merriam rats all eat seeds, nuts and mesquite leaves, and at lower levels, green vegetation, and insects. Most
prey should run and hide, but the Pinacate beetle has a trick - when faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. 'Spirit Bear is the 16th episode of the fourth season of Wild Kratts, originally aired on PBS Kids on April 29, 2016. B. Cicadas. Nuptial
Gifts. Gift-giving is another clever strategy used by some male insects in their pursuit of mates. A. Pinacate Beetle B. Cicadas C. Arachnida D. Cockroaches. Mammals. 54. Smaller insects B. Part of the flour plant ... C. a mixed diet of insects and plants. Pinacate Beetle (Eleodus) Joshua Tree National
Park/Flickr. In midwest beetles in the genus eleodes are known as fake wireworms and are actually pests of some plants. As mentioned earlier, in laboratory experiments pallid bats showed an aversion to the smell of the Beetle Pinacate Eleodes (Johnston, 2002); However, at least one species of
Eleodes, E. acuticauda, has been reported as a prey item for pallid bats (Orr, 1954:232), and the genus also appeared as prey in our study. Eleodes obscurus is a species of dark beetle in the genus eleodes. From southern British Columbia to northern and eastern Mexico to Texas, Kansas and Wyoming.
They usually walk around obstacles and are harmless to people. Many desert arthropods, tarantulas and scorpions, for example, are protected by venomous bites and stings, while others, such as pinacate beetles... The episode begins with a live-action segment, in which the Kratt brothers hang out with
a 13-year-old black bear named Adrian. Before searching for a mate, the hanger male hunts and catches the prey of arthropods. Very common smelly bugs sometimes run by other names, such as clown beetle, or Pinacate Beetle, Often seen on the desert floor, especially on memorial night. Commonly
referred to as a stinking bug, you will usually find it slowly walking along the desert looking for a cool place to hide. Locust rats are predators, hunting insects, beetles, locusts, and scorpions, but they are they hunt and kill other rats. 90. Size: 3-4 ft. long; 7-15 lbs. Blister Beetle Management • Natural
Enemies • Birds, robber flies • Cultural Control • Physical obstacles • Blister beetles are attracted to flowers, so if infecting alfalfa, try cutting before the peak blooms. D. desert fruit and young plants. It is a Pinacate beetle running cheerfully through the desert. • Chemical Control • Carbaryl, malathion,
pyrethroids Pinacate beetles • Host: plant matter, but not the whole it is the 105th episode of the series. Pinacate Beetle Honey Mesquite Engelmann Prickly Pear Soaptree Yucca Spanish Bayonet Desert Agave Grey Fox. Urocyon cinereoargenteus. Some dung beetles are involved in different types of
foreplay. Adaptations to their carnivorous lifestyle are also evidenced by the type of prey eaten by locust rats, and the way in which their prey is killed. Pickup Truck Puns, Reverse Pistol Squat, Camping Cocktail Set, 1994 Toyota Camry Coupe For Sale, L-sit Pull Ups Progressions, Bike Rental Niagara
Falls, Ny, Dumbbell One-Arm Row, Chevy Orlando Sale, 1968 Volkswagen Beetle For Sale Near Me, BMW M850i Price, Knee Push Up Muscle Target, Craigslist Bike For Sale Near Me, Worst Crossover Car, Bern Melrose Winter Liner, Ram , 1958 Chevy Wagon Sale , Kia Venga 2014, Kia Vs Honda Vs
Toyota, 2016 Cadillac Elr Review, Lectric Xp Problems, GMC Canyon For Sale, Dizzy Bat Amazon, Polaris 90cc Atv, Beetles in the genus Eleodes known as dark or pinacate beetles, and everyday as stinkbugs or clown beetles. Eleodes, derived from the Greek term for olivelike describes the general
body shape and black coloring of jets. Darkling is a common name applied to several genera and more than 1400 species in the family Tenebrionidae. Pinacate comes from the Aztec pinacatl, for black beetles. Stinkbug refers to malodorous secretions emitted from the back end of insects. Clown beetles
allude to the habit of these beetles to perform headstands when threatened. Description When walking, the pinacate beetle, with its lowered front end and raised back, resembles a low little rider. The body isovasi for oblong, ranging in size between 0.4 and 1.4 inches long, and they are jet black or
sometimes dark brown. They may be smooth or coarse, and elongated or strong. The head protrudes and narrows slightly behind the eyes. Some varieties have hair-like structures and what looks like tails, but are actually elongated wings. Like all insects, they have six legs. Thickened, rough wing covers
protect smooth flight wings, which they do not use. The Pinacate Range beetle is abundant in both species and individuals west of the Mississippi. About 120 species are found in the western United States. They occur throughout the ecosystem from open dunes to bushes to mountains. They even live on
islands in california coast. The greatest and most stinky diversity occurs in the desert. The greatest overall diversity occurs in scrub scrubs mountainous areas. Beetles are often found under wooden sticks or in other detritus. Most animal predators avoid contact with Eleodes due to the ability of insects to
produce odor secretions. Locust rats, however, solve this problem by grabbing beetles, jamming behind to the sand, and eating them first. Other predators include a digging owl, shrike loggerhead and another famous stinker, a skunk. Habit and Habitat One of the most commonly encountered desert
insects, pinacate beetles can be active all year round. From spring to autumn they are crepuscular and nocturnal (active at dusk, night and early sunrise), but come autumn, they return to a more diurnal lifestyle. The pinacate beetle is one of the world's great walkers of desert beetles and is often
encountered, seemingly wandering randomly. Research has shown that they may be looking for food, which they find with smell. Mainly, they consume grass detritus and forb. In the lab, they eat apples, lettuce and dog food. They are renowned for their funny, yet effective, defensive tactics. When worried
they stand on their heads by bending their front legs down and extending their hind legs. Depending on the species, they emit oily and oily secretions, which accumulate at the ends of the abdomen or spread in the posterior part of the body, or they secrete reddish-brown secretions to the brown as a
spray. Larger desert species, such as E. armata and E. longicollis, can spray 10 to 20 inches. Most species can spray several times, if necessary. The spray is painless unless you get it in your eyes or mouth, where it is painful, burning and temporarily blinding. It doesn't wash. Note Larvae of certain
Eleodes species are also known as fake wireworms, and they are pests of some commercial plants in the Midwest. Larvae are lean, shiny, dark green to brown, and hard-bodied. They eat wheat seeds and seeds, sorghum, all oils, grain nuts and cereals, especially in light, draining the soil with a high
organic content. Delicate seedlings such as canola and linola are particularly vulnerable. Watch David B. Williams Videos More Insects DesertUSA Newsletter – We send articles about hiking, camping and places to explore, as well as animals, wildflower reports, plant information and more. Sign up below
or read more about the DesertUSA newsletter here. (It's Free.) Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the
pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It takes time, walking in a casual straight line
from point A to B, until I catch him. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western
deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of
his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color,
but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among
scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a
headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant
technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of
the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the
Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some translate it as the Spanish Mexican word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely,
the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. However they get the name, the beetle lends it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretch across the U.S. border
west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one
enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its
chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods
vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to
species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow,
you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that
genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to
pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full flower in two
separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favourite of
the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system cannot part-way. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary
innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-
edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to
change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 2 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of
light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from
point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western
deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of
his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color,
but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among
scientists. But I can this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle does not consider me too big a threat, even when I take it and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something that is not the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand.
The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term.
When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A
typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate
beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely,
the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border
west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one
enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its
chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods
vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival that gave the giant Eleodes another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but
all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning



quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene
problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those
new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of
bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the
Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only
evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution
is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will
have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 3 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the
pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and beetles Raspberries will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took me a while, walking in a casual
straight line from point A to point B, until I got caught with it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles
that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a
closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and
hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter
of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around
and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the
repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part
of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to
Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources as the Spanish Mexican word for clown or acrobatic as a reference
to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. However they got the name, the beetle lent it to the desert chain of the desert at the head of the Sea of Cortez that
barely stretches across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I
never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my
experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden
weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of
chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their
armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable
exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an
additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use
chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in closed stomach. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies.
The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen hydrogen is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes
icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to
the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of
the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 4 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to
cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not
care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the
large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and
carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert
animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously
capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: Pinacate didn't consider me too big a threat, even when I picked it up and peered at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the
beetle will change it to change it and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a
special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they
hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern
U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word
for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the
head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out
with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further
disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species
carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. Survival strategy which gave the giant Eleodes another common name: desert smell bugs. The exact mix
of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their
armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable
exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an
additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use
chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates
on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when
threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know
it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and
eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 5 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It
makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and a beetle the size of a raspberry would normally a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards,
and rats. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned to the face of the face boot, calm down as you like. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of
the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed
the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than
many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to
which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with
something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is
creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year
round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most
of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the
Mexican Spanish word for clown or as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. However they got the name, the beetle lent it to the chain of desert
volcanoes at the head of the Sea Cortez barely stretches across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of
hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned,
further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each
species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell
bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with
cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals
than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning
system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate
beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the abdominal chamber The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then
detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinone without pressure space when
threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know
it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and
eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 6 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It
makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and
mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of
the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed
the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than
many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to
which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle does not consider too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with
something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to Head. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and
stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round,
although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the
southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican
Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert
volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades
of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be
cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on
them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes Another common name: desert
smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If If quite familiar with
cockroaches have noted that their armor becomes darker and harder as they grow, you have seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more
chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early
warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the
Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor,
which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without
pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate
beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them
buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 7 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with
an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot from passing birds,
lizards, and rats. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned to face my boots, calm down like you you It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of
the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed
the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than
many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to
which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with
something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is
creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year
round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most
of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the
Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. However they got the name, the beetle lent it to a chain of desert
volcanoes at the head of the Sea of Cortez that hardly across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of
hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned,
further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each
species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell
bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with
cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals
than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning
system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate
beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. Chemical reactions between the two caustic vapour is acrid, which the beetle then
detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cell metabolism, and some mix with quinone without pressure chamber when threatened,
which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a
walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat
them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 8 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes
no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice.
This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the
genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the
beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many
other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which
insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle does not consider me too big a threat, even I picked it up and peeked at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with
something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. It's a headstand headstand. generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The
chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are
active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat.
Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources
translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle
lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun,
and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned
that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more
coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the giant Eleodes
a common name Desert smell bugs. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you
are familiar enough with to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you have seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more
chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early
warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the
Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor,
which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without
pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate
beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them
buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 9 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with
an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from
birds, lizards, and passers-by. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is placid placid The animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a
member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly.
I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of
predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it.
The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a
threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end.
The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They
are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat.



Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources
translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, that name from the word Nahuatl pinacatl, which means little black beetle, makes the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a
chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Sea of Cortez that barely stretched across the U.S. border. U.s. Organ Pipe National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in
decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not
be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on
them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the
desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough
with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more
chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early
warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the
Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor,
then the beetle detonated on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cell metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones quinones pressure
chamber when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle
may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to
the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 10 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of
confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds,
lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a
member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly.
I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of
predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it.
The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle does not consider me too big a threat, even when I take it and It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced
with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. That headstand is generally enough for each with the sense to beat the retreat in a hurry. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is
creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year
round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most
of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the
Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of
desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in
decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not
be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on
them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the
desert smell bug. A mixture of chemicals in smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you are familiar enough with
cockroaches to note that that Armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you have seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals
than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning
system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate
beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the
beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure
space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle
may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to
the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 11 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of
confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds,
lizards, and mice. Beetle don't care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of the animal it can make life miserable for anything that bothers him. It is a member of the
genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the
beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many
other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which
insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with
something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is
creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year
round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most
of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the
Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, makes the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. However they got the name, the beetle lent it to a chain of desert
volcanoes at the head of the Sea of Cortez that barely stretched across the western U.S. border organ pipe pipe Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of
hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned,
further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each
species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell
bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with
cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals
than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning
system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate
beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which is then
beetles on their enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure pressure
when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not
know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the
sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 12 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of
confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds,
lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a
member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly.
I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of
predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it.
The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. Very to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat.
Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The hijab is generally enough for any animal with reason Beat the retreat in a hurry. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is
creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year
round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most
of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the
Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of
desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in
decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not
be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on
them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the
desert smell bug. The right mix of chemicals in smell from species to species, but all of them seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with
cockroaches to note that their armor gets got and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than
an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system -
provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle
includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle
then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space
when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not
know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the
sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 13 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of
confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds,
lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. Need walked in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It was a quiet self-assurance from an animal that knew it could make miserable for anything that bothers him. It is a
member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly.
I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of
predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it.
The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a
threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end.
The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They
are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat.
Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources
translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the word Nahuatl pinacatl, which a small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle into bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending
it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Tje Tje abundant there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for
that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the
smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris
experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another
common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If
you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually
makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors;
headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in
which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic
vapor, which the beetle then detonates on The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cell metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure
space when threatened, threatened, cause icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate
beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them
buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 14 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot
with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from
passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that
bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when
I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has
less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave
countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It's easy to when the Pinacate beetle considers
you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. in a hurry. no, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its
back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just
fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead
things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some
sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the
beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting
and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some
mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as
more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes
tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The right mix of chemicals in smell varies from species to species, everything seems to be a variation on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in
their exoskeletons. If you are familiar enough with cockroaches have noted that their armor becomes darker and harder because of them they You've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons
species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production;
spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000
species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical
reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular
metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's
not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak
and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 15 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw
him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-
sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It takes time, walking in a casual straight line Point A to point B, until I catch him. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It was a quiet self-assurance from an animal that
knew it could make life miserable for that's disturbing. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without
correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls
cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian
emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and
peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then
let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to
the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere
cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests.
The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the word Nahuatl pinacatl, which means black beetle made the Pinacate Beetle into bilingual redundancy ala
La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles galore galore and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stink Beetle
Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using
vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes,
with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was
this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as
hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical
weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier
production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than
40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The
chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. Bombardier, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular
metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky icky to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's
not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak
and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 16 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw
him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-
sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that



knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without
correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls
cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian
emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and
peek at it. It is easy to know when beetles consider you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, beetle beetles then let it fly with
a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the
definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools
and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The
name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy
ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle
Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using
vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes,
with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was
this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The right mix of chemicals in smell varies from species to species, but everything seems to be in a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses
as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons
species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production;
spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000
species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical
reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular
metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's
not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak
and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 17 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw
him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-
sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It takes time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, I got him. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that
knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. bother him. is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the dark beetle tribes that scavenged the desert in the western US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without
correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls
cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian
emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and
peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then
let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to
the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere
cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests.
The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the word Nahuatl pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Beetle Pinacate bilingual redundancy
ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and sierra sierra Sounds a lot better than Stink Beetle
Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using
vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes,
with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was
this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as
hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical
weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier
production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than
40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The
chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. Bombardier Beetle, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular
metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from from Hole. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's
not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak
and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 18 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw
him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-
sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that
knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without
correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls
cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian
emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and
peek at it. It's easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly fly
spray harmful repellent chemicals from the back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition
of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they
can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name
Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La
Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle
Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using
vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes,
with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was
this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The right mix of chemicals in smell varies from species to species, but they all seem to vary in the class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses
as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you are familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor is getting darker and louder as they grow, you have seen tanning quinone in So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical
weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier
production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than
40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The
chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of
cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle,
and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle:
rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 19 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open
desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and
raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. turn around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an
animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the desert in the western U.S. and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor
without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then,
strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian
emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and
peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then
let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to
the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere
cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests.
The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the word Nahuatl pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle into a bilingual La
Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better either Stinky Beetle
Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using
vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes,
with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was
this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as
hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical
weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier
production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than
40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The
chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. Bombardier beetles, incidentally, are a favorite of the Creations, claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular
metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The Only One The innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is the valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's
not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak
and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 20 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw
him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-
sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that
knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without
correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls
cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian
emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and
peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something disliked, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly
with a dangerously dangerous repellent spray from the back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to
the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere
cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests.
The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual
redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the
Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help
much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known
species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when
threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Lots of insects quinones, but most who do so use
chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Beetles already have genetic prescriptions to make basic
stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each ---
and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology:
most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal
chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a
byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end
of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the
Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 21 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual
walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food
and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned to My boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance
of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the vast dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor
without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then,
strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian
emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and
peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then
let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to
the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere
cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests.
The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual
redundancy ala La Brea Tar But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky
Beetle Mountains. Smell. find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help
much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known
species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when
threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use
chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making
basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with
each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense
technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed
abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favourite of the Creations, which claims that the system such an enhanced is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen
peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation evolutionary The bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at
the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the
defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 22 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke
Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for
pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It
is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my
low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata
Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept
it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a
threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something he didn't like, will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat.
Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from behind it behind it The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by
eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each
completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and
shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle,
making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra
Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray
smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small
predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply
dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects
secrete quinones, but who do so use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle have
already genetic recipes to make basic stockpiles for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods
for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that



have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with
hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is
unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the
other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised
an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 23 Of the
Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal.
Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to
face my boots, as you like. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the vast dark tribes the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although
my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata
Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept
it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a
threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty
retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living
by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each
completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and
shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle,
making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they That name, the beetle lends it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretch across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra
Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I found Pinacate Pinacate interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disrupt one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray
smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small
predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply
dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects
secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already
have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for
hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have
adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen
peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favourite of the Creations, which claims that the defense system such a way is unlikely to evolve
in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation separating bombardier bombardier from the other is a valve under
voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way
to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 24 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured:
Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is
making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm
down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes
armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess
that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's
not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't
consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something he does not like, the beetle will turn around do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense
to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. They're them. is secreted and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate
beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that
bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually
open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small
black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound
there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on
how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent
most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others
simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many
insects secrete quinones, but most of them use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate
beetle already have genetic genetics to create a basic stockpile for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect
delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the
only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone
compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense
system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle
from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats
have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page
25 Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal.
Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned to face
my boots, calm down as you please It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the vast tribes of dark beetles that scavenge scavenging western deserts of the U.S. and Mexico. It may be a
member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of his little legs had small hairy spines, which
tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color, but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I
almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among scientists. But I can say this with some
certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what amounts to a headstand. The headscarf is generally
enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is creeded and stored in a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical term. When they do not act as
skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A typical rodent burrow may hold
a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate beetles seem to be everywhere in
the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely, the name comes from the
Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they get That is, the beetle lends it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretch across the U.S. border west of the Organ Pipeline
National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I found the pinacate beetle interesting and and and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to interfere with one enough to provoke
into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its chemical weapons
several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods vary. Some have a
greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to species, but all seem to
vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do use chemicals in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeletons. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow, you've seen tanning
quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making basic stock for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that genetic hygiene
problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to pass on those
new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two separate groups of
bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a favourite of the
Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is not evolved in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The only evolutionary
innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the others is under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover, evolution is a double-edged
sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the Eleodes will have to change
the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Page 26 Of the Eleodes Beetle | Pictured: Chris Clarke Taking my usual walk in the open desert I saw him crossing the footpath in front: a low black spot with an air of confidence. It makes no attempt to rush to cover despite protruding clearly against the pebbles of
light. That's not unusual for a small desert animal. Almost everyone here is making, looking for pieces of food and moisture, and raspberry-sized beetles will usually attract a lot of attention from passing birds, lizards, and mice. This beetle does not care. It took time, walking in a casual straight line from
point A to point B, until I caught it. It turned around to face my boots, calm down as you please. It is the quiet self-assurance of an animal that knows it can make life miserable for anything that bothers it. It is a member of the genus Eleodes, one of the large tribes of dark beetles that scavenge the western
deserts of the US and Mexico. It may be a member of the species Eleodes armata, although my low light and close vision are poor without correction, and I am not an expert beetle even when I can see clearly. I coaxed the beetle onto a stick and carried it near my face for a closer examination. Each of
his little legs had small hairy spines, which tentatively confirmed my guess that it was armata Eleodes. The Pinacate beetle, then, strolls cheerfully through the desert. The Pinacate beetle has less fear of predators than many other small desert animals. They had to run and hide and use a protective color,
but the Pinacate beetle had a trick - I almost said up his sleeve, but that's not where he kept it. I might imply too much mammalian emotion to beetles, embracing such carefree and brave countries for it. The degree to which insects consciously capture the world is a matter of ongoing debate among
scientists. But I can say this with some certainty: the Pinacate beetle doesn't consider me too big a threat, even when I pick it up and peek at it. It is easy to know when the Pinacate beetle considers you a threat. Faced with something it does not like, the beetle will turn around and do what it does
headstand. The headscarf is generally enough for any animal that has the sense to beat a hasty retreat. Otherwise, the beetle will then let fly with a spray of harmful repellent chemicals from its back end. The chemical is dissed and and a special organ called the repugnatorial gland, a pleasant technical
term. When they do not act as skunk of the beetle world, the Pinacate beetle makes a living by eating decaying organic matter, to the definition of rot that includes flowers that have just fallen. They are active all year round, although they hide from the hottest part of the day in the hottest part of the year. A
typical rodent burrow may hold a few dozen Pinacate beetles that bend at midday, each completely cold until the atmosphere cools and they can continue their quest for small dead things to eat. Ranging from most of the southwestern U.S. ot from Oregon to Texas and well into Mexico, the Pinacate
beetles seem to be everywhere in the habitat that suits them - usually open deserts and shrubs, dry washes, and sky island forests. The name Pinacate comes from uncertain, with some sources translating it as the Mexican Spanish word for clown or acrobatic as a reference to the headstand. More likely,
the name comes from the Nahuatl word pinacatl, which means small black beetle, making the Pinacate Beetle a bilingual redundancy ala La Brea Tar Pits. But they got the name, the beetle lending it to a chain of desert volcanoes at the head of the Cortez Sea that barely stretched across the U.S. border
west of the Organ Pipeline National Monument. Beetles abound there, and Sierra Pinacate sounds much better than the Stinky Beetle Mountains. I find pinacate beetles interesting and fun, and for that reason in decades of hanging out with them in the desert I never found the motivation to disturb one
enough to provoke into action. So I can't give you a direct report on how the spray smells. The used reports I saw didn't help much, using vague terms like sharp and rotten. Some mentioned that the smell could not be cleaned, further disincentives for my experiment. The Pinacate beetle can spray its
chemical weapons several times its body length, enough to prevent most small predators. There are more than 30 known species of Eleodes, with that number inevitably increasing as more coleopteris experts work on them. Each species carries these hidden weapons, although their delivery methods
vary. Some have a greater range than the Pinacate beetle, while others simply dribble substance all over themselves when threatened. It was this survival strategy that gave the Eleodes tribe another common name: the desert smell bug. The exact mix of chemicals in the smell varies from species to
species, but all seem to vary on a class of chemicals called quinones. Many insects secrete quinones, but most do so using ingredients in small doses as hardening agents for chitin in their exoskeleton. If you're familiar enough with cockroaches to note that their armor gets darker and harder as they grow,
you've seen tanning quinone in action. So the ancestors of the Pinacate beetle already have a genetic recipe for making a base base for chemical weapons species. Perhaps one prehistoric beetle usually makes more chemicals than an indispensable exoskeleton, avoids being eaten, then passes on that
genetic hygiene problem to its offspring. Evolution will then perfect delivery methods for hundreds of generations, with each --- and more stinkier production; spraying rather than just passive odors; headstand early warning system - provides an additional possibility that the owner will live long enough to
pass on those new properties to their offspring. Eleodes are not the only beetles that have adopted this defense technology: most of the more than 40,000 species in the larger ground beetle family in which the Pinacate beetle includes use chemical defenses. The practice reaches full interest in two
separate groups of bombardment beetles, which mix their quinone compounds with hydrogen peroxide in the enclosed abdominal chamber. The chemical reaction between the two creates an acrid caustic vapor, which the beetle then detonates on its enemies. The Bombardier beetle, incidentally, is a
favorite of the Creations, which claims that such an enhanced defense system is unlikely to evolve in part. But hydrogen peroxide is a byproduct of cellular metabolism, and some beetles mix it with quinones without pressure space when threatened, which causes icky froth to radiate from their holes. The
only evolutionary innovation that separates the bombardment beetle from the other is a valve under voluntary control at the back end of the beetle, and it's not like evolution hasn't done that trick before. The Pinacate beetle may not know it is a walking rebuttal to the creations, but it is okay. Moreover,
evolution is a double-edged sword. Desert rodents called locust rats have devised an evil cunning way to avoid the defenses of the Pinacate beetle: rats sneak and pick up insects with both front legs, attach them buttock-first to the sand, and eat them from the tip of the head. If that trick catches on, the
Eleodes will have to change the evolutionary strategy somewhat. Rather.
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